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We help 
individuals and 
organizations 
own their future.



At times of change, the learners are the 
ones who will inherit the world, while 

the knowers will be beautifully prepared 
for a world which no longer exists.

— ALISTAIR SMITH



“A Brand new highway 
in my brain.”

-Ricardo Maldonado, Director, Cine 70 Films



master class 
business transformation

WHY New technologies will forever change the game of your business. Gain a deeper understanding on 
how to impact change in your organization, and acquire new skills to fulfill the needs of your market.

HOW A three day intense and provoking learning experience with presentations and collaborative workshops, 
led by top industry talent & facilitators to challenge existing ways of thinking and working.

WHAT
This learning experience is our latest addition to the Hyper Island Master Class series, focusing on 
how to foster innovation and change within the organization. Participants will explore topics such 
as business model innovation, collaboration process and change management.

WHO
Anyone looking to explore new methods for creating innovative organizational cultures.  
You could be in senior or middle management or an entrepreneur. 
Participants of “Open Master Class - Digital Awakening” looking to take the next step.

In 2013, 98% of the participants found that the 
Hyper Island Master Class was a valuable or very valuable experience.



“Hyper Island changes the 
way you think about all 
things digital, and even 
gives you the smarts to 
actually effect change 

when you leave.”
-Michelle Wong, SVP Account Director, Daily



what you can expect
DAY 1: AWAKENING 
• Explore new types of emerging business models and designs of organizations. 
• Assess your business strengths and weaknesses. Build future scenarios to anticipate trends 
and possible inflection points for your organization. 

DAY 2: UNDERSTANDING 
• Discuss how innovation works in a world of open source and collaboration. 
• Probe the meaning of ROI in a world of freemium models. 
• Investigate innovation methods. Create and develop ideas hands on in workshops 

DAY 3: IMPLEMENTATION 
• Find out how to implement your learnings from the previous days. 
• Identify beliefs and assumptions in your organization and how they can hinder innovation. 
• Foster relevant strategies and create an action plan to effectively develop your organization.



LEARNing outcomes

• Understand and work with new business innovation models 

• Identify and develop value gaps and opportunities for your organization 

• Acquire tools and methods to support innovation within your organization 

• Gain a deeper understanding on the impact of disruptive technologies 

• Add new perspectives to your existing ways of thinking and working



Hyper island’s learning journey

HowWhat
Content Process

The journey is not a straight line. It’s filled with highs and lows, successes and set-backs. Throughout, 
we place equal emphasis developing skills around the “What” (the end product your company makes) 
and the “How” (how your team works together).  



At Hyper Island, we don’t come with “the answers.” We bring perspectives, opinions 
and challenges. It’s up to the participants to find their own answers – and they’ll get 
out exponentially what they put into it.  
 
We don't believe that people learn just because other people say things at them. What 
we do is not a conference. We don't run speakers back-to-back and try to cram as 
much content in as possible. 
 
Instead, we create facilitated Learning Journeys -- where discovering, uncovering, 
applying and reflecting on the information is all part of the process by which 
participants internalize the learnings.

our methodology
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Implementation

Understanding

Inspiration

Meaningful impact in an organization 
starts with mindset and attitude –
inspiring people to want to engage.  

With mindsets empowered, 
knowledge and understanding 
unlocks potential and possibility.  

Finally, that potential is accelerated 
with the right approaches and tools 
to implement and act. 

HOW WE SEE CHANGE
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"A re-wiring-your-brain-and-mindset experience."

 Martin Ramos  
  Global Planning Director 

  TBWA/Chiat/Day

"I went into the Hyper Island Master Class 
hoping for one or two real 'ah-hah' moments.  
I left after having about 100."

 Scott Niemczura  
  Associate Creative Director 

  Saatchi & Saatchi NY

"In a world where complexity kills 
organizations, Hyper Island simplified the role 
and execution of digital for me and gave me the 
tools to go back and transform how we work as  
a team."

 Cynthia McFarlane  
  CEO, Conill  

  President, Saatchi & Saatchi Latin America
 

"The Hyper Island Master Class is a must for any 
agency leader who wants to impact change in 
both the way they do business and the work they 
produce."

 Dan Fromm  
 Managing Director 

Barkley

"Participation in this class has given me the 
confidence to dig deeper into technology than I 
ever have before. As a result, I expect my 
personal and professional life will see immediate 
benefits. Not to mention the benefits my clients 
will receive."

 Kevin Batten  
  Executive Producer 

  Superfad, Los Angeles

"After three days at Hyper Island, you will no 
longer see digital as just one of your many 
communication channels and understand that it 
is an inevitable cultural shift which you ignore at 
your own peril."

 Lance Martin  
  Executive Creative Director 

  Taxi 2, Toronto

"Hyper Island gives out Swedish candy that is 
not unlike LSD. You will be forever changed from 
the experience."

 Wiliam Gelner  
  Executive Creative Director 

  180 LA

"The Master Class truly rewired my brain to think 
differently as I approach my next 
communications challenges. I can't wait to put 
these insights into action!"

 Jim Lorden  
  EVP / Media Director 

  Dailey

"This class is mandatory for everyone who plans 
to be relevant in five years."

 Tynesha Williams  
  Creative Director 

  Sanders\Wingo

What people have 
said about their  

Hyper Island Experiences. 



hyper island’s our clients 

powered by



Master class Business transformation  
October 28-30

REGISTER HERE 

To learn more contact: joelle.panisch@hyperisland.com

https://www.hyperisland.com/programs-and-courses/register/mcbt20151028nyc
mailto:joelle.panisch@hyperisland.com?subject=




Learning Hubs 
Stockholm, Karlskrona, Manchester, NYC, Singapore


